Primary Years Curriculum

Innovation

Creativity
Invention

The primary Years Curriculum is concept-driven and inquiry learning at the heart. Inquiry is
essentially exploring, wondering, questioning, experimenting, researching, and elaborating on
solutions to problems. It involves the synthesis, analysis and manipulation of knowledge. Young
children are individuals who are naturally curious. By stimulating this curiosity, we develop
cognitive processes that form a solid foundation for future learning.

The curriculum strives to provide an engaging, safe, caring and child-centered environment for
students.

Open Minds Middle and High School Highlights
Connect knowledge
to activity outside
school
Explore your knowledge

Go beyond text
book

HALL MARK OF OM MIDDLE
AND HIGH SCHOOL
CURRICULUM

Shift from rote
memorization
to conceptual
understanding

Stimulating school
environment

Effective
assessment
system

Interdisciplinary
approach
Nurture sensitivity towards
environment, society and
economy.

The books issued from the library should be returned or renewed on time.
The book must be examined before taking, and any damage must be brought to the notice of
the teacher or the librarian. The borrower will be held responsible for any damage done to
the book while in his/her charge.
In case of damage cause to a book a fine will be charged.
If a book is lost, the librarian must notify immediately. The book must be replaced with
similar edition within a week or the cost of the book will be boron by the child.

No personal books are allowed inside the library. Any personal books found with a student
in the library shall be confiscated. Only notebooks may be taken into the library.
Reference books can only be referred to, by the students, inside the library room.

Written Communication with the school
Parents should write a note in the following instances:
Absence
Late arrival
Early pickup
Pickup by someone other than designated party
Medical needs
Special needs
Changes in custody (must provide legal documentation)

Change In Address
It is mandatory that the school office should be informed of any change of address or phone number
on an immediate basis in the form of a written application.

